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METHOD 519.1

GUNFIRB VIIKUTION, AIRCSAFT

1. Purpose. The gunfire vibration test is conducted, in addition to the
conventienel vibration test, to sinmlate the relatively brief but very
intenee vibration fields resulting frcm blast pressure f Ielda generated by
repetitive firing guns meunted in, “on,or near the aircraft structure. ‘IIIis
r@thod applies to gun ped configurations and, provided that appropriate
gunfire vibration data is not available, my also be used for helicopter
gunahips.

2. Apparatus. Vibration equipment with required instrumentation.

3. Criteria for application. The most severe vibration field results from
blast pressure pulses coupling to the aircraft structure and inducing vibra-
tion fields that are of nw&mxn intensity near the gun muzzle region. l’his
field, designated by curve A on figure 519.1-1, decreases in an inverse re-
lationship to the distance aa viewed in a forwerd direction from the gun
muazle. The vibration field, designated by tune B cm figure 519.1-1, decays
ai.milarto the prinwy field beginning at the gun wzz le and extending in the
aft direction. The B field, beyond the near field region of the muzzle, is of
lewar inteneity. Ouns, physical lecations, and balliatic parameters should be
carefully end accuratelY identified prior to appl icat ion of this test methed.
III no case should this teat method be substituted for conventional vibration
teatz. If the UIZXimUMtest spectmn level of the gunfire configuration is equal
to or less then .04 g2/Bs, the gunfire method need not be conducted.

3.1 Sensitive equipment. Squipuenta found moat auzceptible to gunfire are
those equipments that are usually located within a 3-foot radius of the gun
muszle end are mounted en the structural surface exposed to the gun blast.
Rime examplee are UHF antennas of tha blade, V, and the flush-meunted con-
figuraticma, including their bracketry, coaxial comectors, and lines. Next
in order of failure suzceptibility is equipment mounted on drop-down doora
end accesa panela, aquipmint meunted in caviti~s adjacent to the aircraft
surface, end finally, equipment located in the interior of the vehicle
structure. Typical vulnerable equipments in these latter categories are
auxiliary bydraulic end power units (ticluding meunting bracketry), switches,
relaye, IS, photographic, cemmunicatien end navigation equipmnt and radar
systems, including itams either shock or hard mountad.

i, 519.1-1 K8’ITB3D519.1
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3.2 Determination of test levels

3.2.1 Select inn of the maximum test level. The maximum gunfire vibration
level is defined by the following equation:

where: 80/~ = 1, for equipment weight h% < 80 pounds

and: 80/wE = 1/4 for equipment weight ~ z 160 pounda

.,.

The teat level (Gmx ) is obtained from the basic normalized level (Go/rono)

which is adjusted to the muzzle energy (S1), the firing rate (rl), and the

number of guns (nl) of the particular gun (s) under consideration. The
nornuilizing energy (Eo) is equal to 39,600 foot-pounds. ‘Ihe last term (80/WE)

.<:.
represents a mass adjustment factor and permits the reduction of Gmx when the

equipmsnt weight is greater than 80 pounds. Table 519.1-1 designates the muzzle
energy adjustment factors, and the nominal firing rates of conmonly used gun
conf igurat ions. Figure 519.1-1 provides Go/rono as a function of the distance

parameter (D) . The mass adjustment factor is determined from figure 519.1-2.
If it can be shown (from vibration data, structural analysia, or similitude
argumenta) that the equipment support structural impedance is less than that
of typical aircraft cargo decks, then the upper weight scale of figure 519.1-2
(beginning with 50 pounds) may be used in lieu of the lower scale (beginning

with 80 pounds) .

3.2.2 Determinant ion of the distance parameter (1)) . The distance parameter
represents the vector distance, measured (or estimated) from the gun nmzzle
to the mean distance between equiptrtsnt support points. where equipment support
points are indeterminate, the equipment center of gravity shall represent the
terminal point of D. The vector D is usually generated from the orthogonal
distances referenced to the fuselage station, the wstar, and the butt line
data. The D vector and the computation is shown on figure 519.1-3.

3.2.3 Multiple guns. For conf igurat ions involving multiple guns, the origin
of D is determined from the centroidal point of the gun muzzles. Figure 519,1-4
shows the origin location for a typical four-gun staggered array.

Example No. 1 - A 2-pound UHF antenna, is to be flush mounted to the under-
surface of the aircraft and lacated forward of the muzzla of four M-61 type
cannons. The expected firing rate ia 25 Hz (rl = 25). (If the firing rate is
unknown, the maximum apecif ied rate shall be used. ) Since, in this conf igu.
ration, each barre1 firea independently and the number of guns is equal to
four, then nl = 4 (see ~/).

METHOD 519.1 519.1-2
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a.

b.

c.

d,

e.

f.

g.

The antenna lncation determined from the aircraft spatial.coordinates
(sac figura 519.1-3) is found to be 39 inches or D = 39 inches

Refer to figure 519.1-1. Salect cu~e A and obtain the ordinate value of
Go/rono for D . 39 inches. In this Case, Go/rono = 3.0 x 10-2

From table 519.1-1, select E1/Eo for the M-61 gun (See ~/).

Here, El/E. = I

Since the antenna weight is less than 80 pounda, the mess adjustment
factor becomes unity and a reduction of G- is not allowed (see
figure 519.1-2)

Determine the normalized level, G1/rlnl, by adjusting Go/rono by EI/Eo

as follows: G1/rlnl = E1/Eo (Go/rono) or G1/rlnl = (1) 3.0 x 10-2

Multiply G1/rlnl by nlrl to obtain the maxim test level, G-:

~ = G1/r~nl (rlnl)

G- = 3.0 X 10-2 (25) (4)

%x = 3.0 gzll-lz

Apply G- to figure 519.1-5 to obtain the test spectrum

Example No. 2 - An electronic equipment weighing 102 pounds is located in tha
aircraft nose section forward of the gun muzzla. ‘fhadistance (D) is 45 inchas.
The firing rate of the revolving barrels of the cannon totals 100 Hz with nl = 1.

The muzzle energy (El) is

&l?Q

a.

b.

c.

(

Repeating steps (a
Go/rono= 1.9 x 10-)

Frem note 2, divide

83 x 103/39.6 X 103

83,000 foot-pounds.

and (b) as before:

JIIEO:

= 2.1

Adjusting for El/Eo:

G1/rlnl = (2.1) (1.9 x 10-2)

or G1/rlnl - 4.0 x 10-2

519.1-3
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d.

e.

f.

Obtain G- as before:

G- = 4.0 x 10-2 (102) (1) = 4.0 g?/Ha

Noting from 3.2.1 that ~ > 80 pounds and referring to figure 519.1-2,

where the derated value (G& ) is found to be 2 dB down (-2 dB) from

4.0 .g2iHs

From dB power tables or from the rfght-hand scales of figure 519.1-2

.2 dB = 10 LogloG&/4.0

or G& . 2.5 g2/Hz

Apply GA to figure 519.1-5 to obtain the test Spect2UM.

~/ Some gun conf iguratiops (see MK-IV, gun pod, table 519. l-I) feature two
barrels per peal; firing simultaneously. In such a case, nl . 2 per peal.

~/ If El is unknown, determine El from lxslliatic data using EI = mlv~/2 were:

ml = the projectile mass and VI = muzzle velocity. Divide by E. (see table 519.1-I)

and proceed as in step (e). (

3.2.4 Test level reduction due to gun standoff distance. A reductim of G-,

in accordance with the criteria of figure 519.1-8, shall be allowed for the
case of gun configurations with muzzles meunted a perpendicular distence frem
the aircraft structure.

4. Test procedures. Test procedures u&ad shall be as specified in the equip-
nkmt specification or test plan.

4.1 Teat item operation. Onless otherwise specified, the test item shall be
operated during applicatien of vibration so that functional effects caused by
these tests ray be evaluated. Uhen a test item parfonuance test is required
during vibration and the tim required for the performance is greater than the
duration of tbe vibration test, the performmce test shell be abbreviated
accordingly. At the cencluaien of the test, the teat item shall be operated
and the results cmnperad with the data obtained in accordance with section 3,
General Requi.rerents,paragraph 3.2.1. The test item then shall be inepected
fn accordance vith section 3, General Requiramsnts, paragraph 3.2.4.

4.2 Mounting techniques. In accordance vith aectien 3, General Requirements,
paragraph 3.2.2, the test item shall be attached to the vibration excitar tabla

MY2HOD 519-1 519.1-4
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by ite normal mounting means or by mans of a rigid fixture capable of trane-
mitt@ the vibration conditions apecified herein. Precautions shall be taken
in the eetabliahment of mechanical interfaces to minimize the intreductfee of
undeeirable responses in the test setup. Whenever POSSible, the test load ehall
be distributed uniformly en the vibration exciter table in order to minlmiae
effecte of unbalanced lcade. Vibration amplitudes and frequencies shell be
measured by techniques that will not significently affeet the teet item fxput
control or response. The input control accelermter (s) shall be rigidly
attached to the vibration table or to the intermediateetructure, if used,
at or as near as possible to the attachment point(s) of the teat item.

5. Test procedures

5.1 Procedure I, Rendem vibratien teet. Tha tast item shell be subjected to
random vibration aleng each mutually perpendicular exie. Teet tiinesshall be
In accordance with time schedule I from table 519.l-II. ‘lhainstantaneous
peaks of the random vibration acceleration may be 1imited to 2.5“”times the
rme acceleration leval. l%e power spectral density of the test level control
signal shall not deviate from the specified requirements by mere than
+40 -30 percent (-&I.5dB) below 500 Ha and +100 -50 percent @3.0 dB) between
500 and 2,000 He, axcept that deviations as large as +300 -75 percent @ dB)
shell be allowed ever a cumlative bandwidth of 100 HE between 1,000 and
2,000 HE for equipnwat items whose weight ia equal to or leaa then 60 pounds.
For items weighing more then 60 pounds, the same deviation shell be allowed
ever the extended range f rem 500 to 2,000 HE previded tha cumulative bandwidth
deviation dees not apply to the swept bandwidth of noise as detailed in
5.3.1.2.

5.2 Precedure II, SIngle direction test. If the equipment item is mounted
with the baae peripherally attached to and in the plane of the aircraft skin.
then tha test direction My be restricted to the directien normel to the -
aircraft skin (see figure 519.1-6). The total test tim in this caee shall be
as stated in time schedule II of table 519.l-II.

5.3 Rocedure III, Cempoaite or alternate tast. For lecations near the gun
smazle end for equipment weighing in the region of 60 peunde, the test levels
may exceed the force capabilities of all but tha largest ehaker syateme. For
such caees, the follewing teet rrethedmay be substituted previded the follewiig
criteria are met:

..
when: G- 2 3.0 gzlws ? 8.6 x 10-’$ (Pr/l#

where: ~ ~ 55 pounds end: WJ ~ 1.2 ~

Fr = MSXimun RMS ehaker force output - pounds

. .

519,1-5 MBTHOD519.1
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WA .

WJ =

,...

1

WE+WA+WJ

Equipment waight - pounds

Armature weight - pounds

Test jig weight - pounds.

5.3.1 Selection of composite elements. A broad band, random vibration test
level GB shall be selected equal to G-/4 (6 dB dOwn). A random noise signal

of 100 Hz bandwidth (3 dB down points) shall be superposed orI ~ having a

%ax equal tO the original determined value. The composite spectrum is shown

on figure 519.1-7.

5,3.1.2 Test procedure. The test shall be conducted in accordance with 5,1,
except the narrow band noise shall be swept from 300 to 1,000 Hz, referenced
to the narrow band center frequency. The sweep time shall be in accordance
with time schedule III in table 519.1-11.

6. Test level overall ma. The overall me teat level shall be no lass than
the area enclosed by the solid curve of figure 519.1-5, -21 percent (-2dB) . The
overall rms is defined by the following equation.

OAR = (1163 ~)1/2

7. Sunmary. The following details shall be specified in the equipment speci.
fication or test plan:

a. Procedure number (see 5)

b. Pretest data required (section 3, General Requirements, paragraph 3.2. 1)

c, Nonoperation of equipment during test, if desired (see 4.1)

d. Unique or special test considerate ions.

METHOD519.1
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FIGUSB 519.1-2. Reduction Factor for Mass Loading
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TASLS 519.1-11. Randem Vibretion Test Time

,,

TIMS SCREDULE

I

II

111

CYCLING TIMS
PER AXIS Al

RANDOM TIM?.
PER AXTS ~/

(-mo

15

30

SWSEP TIM
(MN) ~1

300-1,000-300
(R2)

5

lJ The total teet period mev be subdivided into sequential vibration
burs ta -. betveen
time shall be no

which cooling intervalsare allowed. The burst
less then 60 seconds.

*u. s GOvmNuEm PRttmm C$FDX 1974.71> 165/ 1M6
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